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Live, Learn, and Grow
in an aesthetic campus 
environment with access 
to top-notch resources 
and facilities



Teaching is a pleasure-giving experience, 
moulding the future generation, instilling in them 
the right attitude towards life and enabling them to 
meet its hazards successfully. Every good teacher 
leaves an imprint on the minds of learners as a 
warm nostalgic solace. We believe in highlighting 
the self-esteem of students which results in 
self-motivation with innovate and novel ideas 
which are key to a bright future.

Mr. MUHAMMED BASHEER
(Principal- Hillsinai Finishing School)

At Hillsinai Finishing School, we believe in providing 
a holistic education that nurtures students' 
intellectual, emotional, and spiritual growth. Our 
dedicated team of teachers and mentors are 
committed to instilling in our students a love for 
learning, a sense of discipline, and a strong moral 
compass.

SAYYID ABDUSSALAM AI BUKHARI
(Chief Mentor, Hillsinai Finishing School)

Markaz Knowledge City is travelling beyond the impossibilities of present and shaping a 
sustainable community that can even compete in future. We have already taken 
necessary steps to make use of the new technologies and skills to contribute in the 
development of human resources of our nation. I hope Hillsinai Finishing School can do a 
vital role in transmitting these possibilities to the students. Moreover, I firmly believe that 
the culture they had from City will be the need of the nation in future.

Dr.ABDUL HAKKIM AZHARY 
(MD-Markaz Knowledge City)



Our institution is dedicated to providing high-quality education and 
training to young adults who are passionate about science and 
commerce. Our programs are designed to equip students with the skills, 
knowledge, and confidence they need to succeed in their chosen 
careers.we are confident that our students will thrive academically, 
socially, and spiritually. Join us on this exciting journey towards 
excellence and enlightenment!

to Hillsinai Finishing School !
Welcome



Courses
Physics
Chemistry
Biology
Maths

SCIENCE 1

Course Code: 01

Physics
Chemistry
Maths
Computer
Science

SCIENCE 2

Course Code: 05

Physics
Chemistry
Biology
Psychology

SCIENCE 3

Course Code: 09

Business Studies
Accountancy
Economics
Computer Application

COMMERCE

Course Code: 39

NEET
Entrance Coaching

JEE
Entrance Coaching

OPTIONAL COACHING



Why Choose Us?

24 x 7 Security
Surveillance

Pollution Free Campus

State-of-the-art science
and computer labs

Comfortable
Hostel & Transport

DBI Hybrid Learning System
Cherish Your Passions
Alpha generation demands softwork than hardwork. hybrid learning system can meet these 
challenges. hybrid learning system, Hillsinai students have the opportunity to engage in both 
o�line and online learning activities.  students typically attend traditional in-person classes for a 
portion of the semester, while also completing coursework and engaging in online learning 
activities outside of class time especially in hostel. This could include watching lectures, 
participating in online discussions, completing interactive assignments, and accessing digital 
resources and materials through tablets.

Expert Faculties

Gender
Respect Campus

Library with Su�cient
books on all subjects

Special Attention
on Gifted Students

Spiritual Environment
for mental well-being

10 lakh HFS Scholarship

Robotics
Community Lab

Hybrid
Learning System



Academics

Our school follows a rigorous curriculum designed to prepare students for higher 
education and professional careers. We o�er both science and commerce 
streams at the senior secondary level. Our faculty members are highly qualified 
and experienced, and they use modern teaching methods to make learning fun 
and engaging. Our academic programs include

Regular guest lectures from experts in various fields
Career counseling and guidance to help students choose their future paths
In-house coaching for competitive exams like JEE and NEET
Opportunities for programs and collaborations with other schools/Institutions



Spiritual Atmosphere
Hillsinai Finishing School believes in the importance of developing a strong moral character 
and a sense of spirituality in our students. We provide Markaz Knowledge City environment 
that fosters spiritual growth and personal development. Some of the activities we o�er 
include:

Scheduled Moral Classes
Daily prayer and quran meditation sessions
Prayer and mindfulness practices to promote mental well-being
Islamic & Community service projects to ineulcate a sense of social responsibility
Celebrations of festivals and cultural events to promote diversity and inclusivity
Workshops on moral values and ethics to help students become responsible citizens

FEES STRUCTURE

HOSTEL FEES  

Science

Commerce

5,000

5,000

5,000

5,000

15,000

_

80,000/
95,000

65,000/-

Course Admission
Fee

Caution
Deposit

Entrance
Charges (Optional)

Totel Fee
Year

NEET,KEAM

Rs 9000/month Including Uniform Laundry Charges.

The Charges for Uniform, Study Materials are extra. The details will be shared at the time of admission.



Qualifying certificate & statement of marks.

TC and conduct certificate.

Migration certificate for outside kerala students.

Certificate of co-curricular activities and achievements if any.

Copy of Aadhaar card.

Passport/Visa details in the case of overseas students.

Details of local guardian if any.

A set of photographs of correspondent in case of girls.

A letter of willingness from parents/guardian to sponsor in 
case of NRI's.

5 Copies of passport size photos with name & course on the 
reverse.

Admission fee + Caution deposit.

Documents / Information
Required for Interview



Explore the UniquenessLife at Hillsinai

Shape the Better World

Unleash the EnthusiasmDiscover the Talents 

Encourage in Innovation



Markaz Knowledge City
Kaithapoyil, Calicut - 673580

Scan For
Registration

www.hillsinai.com

Info@hillsinai.com

For More Details

Happy to help
+91 7025 977 7 1 1

Happy to help
+91 7025 977 722

Office
+91 8078 044 000
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